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Abstract: One of the key issues faced by translators and translation students of specialised texts is finding the equivalents of terms in L2 of the field in question. A greater challenge, however, is the formation of the textual environment with the appropriate collocations (adjectives, nouns, verbs) for those terms in the language for special purposes (LSP). The web offers the most convenient and immediate solution by providing access to updated language data presenting the terms in original contexts that help overcome the shortcomings of hard copy lexicographic resources. Taking into account the importance of documentation skills in the training of translators of specialised texts, this paper examines the use of the Web as a Mega Corpus that can be read directly with Google and as a means for constructing corpora automatically with the help of the WebBootCat software. The texts dealt with in this paper are from the healthcare field, which is an important sector of the public service.
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Resumen: Uno de los retos clave a que se enfrentan los traductores de textos especializados y los estudiantes de traducción es encontrar los equivalentes de términos en la L2 del área en cuestión. Sin embargo, aún mayor resulta el reto de conformar el ambiente textual con las colocaciones apropiadas (adjetivos, substantivos, verbos) alrededor de esos términos. La red ofrece la solución más conveniente e inmediata al otorgar acceso a datos lingüísticos actualizados que presentan los términos en contextos originales que ayudan a pasarse de las deficiencias de los recursos lexicográficos en forma de libro. Tomando en consideración la importancia de las capacidades de documentarse en la formación de traductores de textos especializados, en este artículo se examinará el uso de la Red como un Mega Corpus que se puede leer directamente con Google y como medio de construcción de córpora de manera automática con la ayuda del soporte WebBootCat. Los textos tratados en este trabajo provienen del área de la salud, que es un sector importante de los servicios públicos.
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1. Introduction

The advent of the Internet is perhaps the most revolutionary aspect of the development of written language corpora. The web has made it possible to gain access to thousands of on-line documents and highly specialised texts, consult comparable texts on the same subject in several languages, locate translated texts, and build ad hoc corpora using Google. For these reasons, a growing number of researchers view the Web as a Mega Corpus (see Rundell, 2000; Kilgarriff and Grefenstette, 2003; McCarthy, 2008; Crystal, 2011; Gatto, 2014), the largest ever and the broadest in scope (Borja, 2008).

The aim of this paper is to explore the use of the Internet as a source to collect linguistic data for the purposes of specialised translation. More specifically, the main objectives that are examined are how the Internet can be used as:

1) A corpus that can be read directly with Google.
2) A means for constructing Corpora automatically with the help of the WebBootCat software.

In order for the above goals to be achieved, the following will be carried out:

a) Analyze the methods of using Google to investigate the search results as in a concordancer.
b) Present the results of a case study of automatic construction of a medical comparable corpus in Greek and English on the subject of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia with WebBootCat.
c) Present the results of a pilot study conducted on MA students who used WebBootCat and Trados to translate a specialised text from French into Greek on the mental health issue of schizophrenia; they were then interviewed using a semi-structured oral questionnaire to examine their attitudes towards such a Web documentation tool on the one hand, and the combination of this source with a CAT tool on the other.

Taking into account the importance of documentation and electronic-tools literacy in Public Services Interpreting and Translation (PSIT) training (Sánchez Ramos and Vigier Moreno, 2016: 378), referred to as information mining and technological competences by the EMT Expert Group (2009), I designed a translation activity combining WebBootCat and Trados. Based on the results of the research work described in section 8, I considered that a module comprising ad hoc corpus building and analysis, along with the creation of translation memories on texts for specific subject domains, which current and future students can consult, would bring trainees within a PSIT syllabus closer to real-world translation conditions.

Corpora have long been recognized as a valuable source of documentation and information mining, helping translators become familiar with the subject area of the texts to be translated. Despite the growing interest in academic circles and the proven usefulness and efficiency of corpora for translational purposes, it appears that they have not yet received the recognition they deserve from professional translators (Frankenberg-Garcia, 2015; Picton et al., 2015; Gallego-Hernández, 2015; Carratalá-Puertas, 2015), including translation trainers and trainees (Bernardini and Castagnoli, 2008; Kübler, 2011; Frankenberg-Garcia, 2015; Frérot and Karagouch, 2016). Concerning Greek Universities, corpus-use in specialised translation teaching does not seem to be implemented in any organized or methodical manner. This is based on a review I conducted (unpublished work) in 2017 of the course
catalogues of the four Universities offering postgraduate studies in translation (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Democritus University of Thrace, and the Ionian University). Although much discussion has been generated about introducing corpora in translation training syllabuses there is no evidence that these resources are systematically used in pedagogic settings. However, in the European Master’s in Translation (EMT) meeting held in March 2015, members of the Working Group on Tools and Translation Technologies featured the use of corpora as a translation resource in training and professional contexts as amongst the most salient themes to be dealt with in the near future (Frérot, 2016: 38). This is because some of the main advantages of corpus use are related to the EMT translator competence model described in section 6.

The literature seems to indicate that in regards to teaching environments, there are only a few curricula that include the use of corpora in translation teaching and production, as opposed to translation memories, which are a prerequisite for the labour market. As far as professionals are concerned, a recent research conducted by Frankenberg-Garcia (2015) in two international translator forums, Proz.com and Translator's Cafe, reveals that there are no references to corpora in contrast to the questions raised daily in relation to translation memories and CAT tools. The fact that skills related to terminology documentation using corpora are not mentioned nor required in job offers is, perhaps, one of the main reasons why translators and translation trainers remain indifferent towards this tool. Another significant reason why corpora are ignored as sources of documentation (terminology, phraseology and informational content) is their limited or non-existent availability for many specialised subjects and language pairs (Küblier, 2011: 66).

Regarding specialised translation, which is the subject of interest in this paper, “small” specialised corpora, are considered adequate to extract domain-specific terminology. In the absence of printed specialised dictionaries and bilingual parallel texts for many subject areas, the monolingual texts found on the Internet constitute the main source for direct consultation or building text collections.

Research works on the use of corpora have demonstrated that these text collections can be significant educational resources, not only in language learning (Leech, 1997; Granger et al., 2002; Sinclair, 2004; Frankenberg-Garcia et al., 2011; Kilgarriff et al., 2015) –where they were originally used– but also in translator training (Baker, 1995; Aston, 1999; Zanettin et al., 2003; Olohan, 2004; Kunz et al., 2010; Bernardini and Castagnoli, 2008; Beeby et al., 2009; Frérot, 2016). In this paper, the improvement of the working languages, i.e., foreign and native is emphasised, both quantitatively (e.g., learning new vocabulary) and qualitatively (e.g., reinforcing syntax and grammar), which should be a parallel process, complementary to translation training. Therefore, this dual use of corpora, as tools for language improvement and as a source of documentation during the translation process, is treated as one and the same activity that contributes to enhancing the knowledge and skills of a future professional translator.

2. Specialised Corpora: Process Facilitation and Quality Improvement of the Translation

Robinson points out (1998: 114) that, under real working conditions, the translator needs to “fake” specific knowledge. Since they will never be able to reach the level of a specialist in a particular field, they need to acquaint themselves well with the thematic subject of the text to be translated. Thus, translators can become mini-experts by consulting specialised corpora, which are a proven wealth of information for locating terms, studying collocations, studying
the grammatical and the syntactic structure of the specialised text as well as for incidental learning.

Locating terms: The large numbers of online texts available in most languages is a major reason why printed dictionaries can no longer be considered the primary source of translation-related information (Vintar, 2008: 153). The web as corpus and for creating corpora provides updated textual material where standard terms, as well as neologisms appear in context.

Studying collocations: Collocations are typical word combinations or put simply, they are words that are found “in each other’s company” (Bowker and Pearson, 2002: 32) and are common in a LSP. One of the challenges in translation practice is the use of a specialised term in a way to create meaning in a LSP. Using a concordancer to study the context surrounding a term, one can find information, such as which adjective precedes or which verb follows, especially when they translate towards a foreign language.

Studying the grammatical and syntactic structure of the specialised text: Some types of texts are intertwined with specific grammatical-syntactic and stylistic features. Studying and analysing a corpus can reveal the syntactic structure that the translator needs to follow to create the appropriate style, in a way that sounds natural or idiomatic in the LSP depending on the communication situation.

Incidental learning: Researchers (Bernardini, 2000, 2001; Varantola, 2003) have pointed out that the use of corpora and, more precisely, of concordancers for text analysis offers a wide range of opportunities for unpredictable, incidental learning. The user can observe, discover unknown uses of terms and expressions, and then verify them.

3. The World Wide Web as Corpus

The World Wide Web (WWW) as corpus is a new, evolving field of research. According to Gatto (2014: 7), the enormous potential of the web as a linguistic resource has been addressed under the umbrella term “Web as Corpus” to designate several methods that treat the Internet as their primary source for the implementation of the corpus-linguistics approach. The various methods used to exploit the possibilities offered by the Internet should not be considered as compete with each other or with more traditional methods of using corpora; rather, they should be seen as a useful addition for establishing practices in corpus-linguistics. The main objection to the use of WWW as a corpus concerns data representativeness. Kilgarriff and Grefenstette (2003: 8) state that “representativeness” is a fuzzy notion and that outside very narrow, specialised domains, we do not know with any certainty what existing corpora might be representative of. Fletcher’s point of view (2001) appears to be more diplomatic and well founded. Although he does not consider the web to be a corpus, he acknowledges that it can be used as such. He points out that the Internet is clearly a gold mine for translators, as it contains updated documents on almost all issues and in almost all languages. This confronts us with the question of what constitutes or will constitute third-generation mega-corpora. Flowerdew (2012: 39) believes that it is, undoubtedly, the Web, that is constantly evolving and offers access to vast numbers of texts, of any content, directly and in many cases, still free of charge. As it can be seen from the research, developments and supporting evidence make a strong case for the fact that –at least for specialised subjects— the Web can be considered a huge corpus or can be used as a source for building corpora.
A survey based on the MeLLANGE questionnaire (2005) stated that the use of the Internet as a virtual corpus and search engines as “concordancers” is a common practice for translators and translation students (94.4%). In effect, this means that, since they are already using a search engine with which they are familiar and which gives them access to the largest amount of information possible, there is no need to attempt to learn new software.

In the example below, I looked for the multi-word term Σύνδρομο ΔΕΠ (Σύνδρομο ΔΕΠ), which was encountered in a Greek medical report to be translated into English, for a patient seeking treatment in leukaemia abroad. First, I located the meaning of the acronym in Greek, and then I reintroduced it in the words σύνδρομο διαχ... (Figure 1). As shown below, Google stemming technology displayed the term in the drop-down menu, before all the words had been entered. The first, third and fourth results provide the equivalent in English (disseminated intravascular coagulation and DIC). By choosing the multi-word term given by the stemming system, the term appears in the Google search results page in bold within a context, as in a concordancer. There are specific Google search techniques with wildcards, operators, file type etc., which although they cannot be discussed here due to space constraints, make it relatively easy to find relevant information on the web.

![Google search results](image)

Figure 1. The web as a dictionary and a concordance

The most common problem faced by translators is finding correct terminology for translating specialised texts from a specific field. Traditional hard copy resources, such as dictionaries—even specialised ones—have proven to be insufficient (Burgos Herrera, 2006: 358) as well as costly and time-consuming concerning looking up words (Dziemianko, 2012: 334).

It appears that the solution might lie in the Internet itself, which is a store of copious data on language that is easily accessible and whose popularity as a tool seems to be on the rise with a growing number of professional translators (Enríquez Raído, 2013: 83-84). The updated specialised texts that can be found online are essential resources for language professionals who routinely work with LSPs.

Baroni and Bernardini (2004: 1-4) responded to this challenge by creating the BootCat tool, aimed at building ad hoc corpora within minutes. Its basic method of operation is as follows:

1) The user chooses a few representative seed words, i.e., terms that are expected to be typical of the domain of interest.
2) The server sends queries with the seed words to Google.
3) The server collects the pages retrieved by Google formed from the seed words (Baroni et al., 2006: 1).

SketchEngine will display the relevant web pages on a list and the user can exclude the links that seem unreliable (such as public blogs, newspaper articles, news websites, etc.) or inadequate (such as literature), by removing the ticks. On completing these steps, a first-pass specialised corpus is created. Using the option “Keywords/Terms”, the single- and multi-word terms of the corpus will automatically be extracted and displayed in two columns side by side. The process can also be iterated choosing new terms as seeds to give a “purer” specialist corpus. According to the creators, there is no need for the user to repeat this process more than three times (Baroni and Bernardini, 2004: 2).

Cross-border healthcare is increasing among EU citizens and residents who seek care under Directive 2011/24/EU or Regulation (EC) N° 883/20042. In multilingual Europe, cross-linguistic communication is increasingly frequent, especially when it relates to accessing services. The development of effective public services such as cross-border healthcare has contributed to the need for public service translation and interpreting as a means to access healthcare services. Quality healthcare means that providers of treatment need access to the relevant information for patients (e.g. insurance policy, medical records or previous prescriptions) in their own language, as well as producing content to be shared with other professionals (Angelelli, 2015: 2-5). Medicine is a highly specialised field with a wide variety of materials and one of the topics treated within the discipline of PSIT. To explore the function of WebBootCat as a corpus-building tool, I chose the topic of childhood leukaemia as a medical text. The screenshot below (Figure 2) shows the seed words from the first-pass English medical corpus of 266,176 words that was built using only five multi-words and three single-words.

---

1 Bootstrapping Corpora and Terms
2 Available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32011L0024
As shown above, WebBootCat cannot translate terms or locate equivalents; the user needs to know what the equivalent of a term is in order to search for it in the corpus and retrieve examples of the word node with the help of the concordancer. One may ask the following: “How useful is this tool if we have to know what we are searching for?” On the one hand, the terms to be selected and translated into the language of the corpus to be compiled can be the easiest to locate on an online dictionary or the Web. For the said corpus I have entered the terms “acute lymphoblastic leukaemia”, “red blood cells”, “white blood cells”, “bone marrow”, “petechiae”, “platelets” and “chemotherapy”. These terms were identified looking at only a few articles regarding childhood leukaemia on the Internet. As displayed in Figure 3, only eight terms were needed with WebBootCat to generate a corpus of hundreds of thousands of words, where other terms are “hiding” and are discovered through incidental learning. For example, in the ad hoc medical corpus created with WebBootCat, we searched the term “immature cells” and the concordancer generated, among others, the following result:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single-word</th>
<th>Multi-word</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blood smear</td>
<td>peripheral</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immature</td>
<td>cells</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acute</td>
<td>lymphoblastic</td>
<td>leukaemia</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>blood cells</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>blood cells</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bone</td>
<td>marrow</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petechiae</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platelets</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chemotherapy</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The term “peripheral blood smears” constitutes an element of incidental learning. A quick search on Google gives the explanation in English: “laboratory work-up that involves cytology of peripheral blood cells smeared on a slide” and further search with Greek keywords on Google reveals the equivalents “επίχρισμα αίματος” (epíchrisma aímatos) for “blood smear” and “αντικειμενοφόρος πλάκα” (antikeimenofóros pláka - official) or “πλακάκι” (plakáki - colloquial) for “slide”. Thus, this is how two more terms often found in medical texts on leukaemia have been incidentally located and identified.

www.LLS.org The identification of nature and immature blood cells in peripheral blood smears and bone
On the other hand, an ad hoc corpus is not a source to be used alone and it cannot, at least for the time being, totally replace other sources of terminology documentation in the translation process. However, it must be kept in mind that the main aim of this paper is the study of the contexts surrounding terms and not how to translate terms per se.

The software was initially freely available for download and was widely used to produce both special and large general-language corpora (Sharoff, 2005; Baroni et al., 2006). However, since the software had to be downloaded and installed, this presented a barrier for people with no or few computer systems skills (Baroni et al., 2006: 1). Thus, its designers presented a new version of the web service, namely, the WebBootCat (Baroni et al., 2006). In addition to its availability as standalone software, BootCat is now available as an online service via the Sketch Engine website (www.sketchengine.co.uk). The user does not need to install the software on their PC, but he/she can directly use the program installed on a remote server. The server stores a copy of the built-in corpus and the user can either upload it in a query tool like the Sketch Engine or export it as a full or indexed “vertical” text and save it to their PC for off-line analysis with any other tool (e.g. Wordsmith Tools or AntConc).

4.1. Innovative SketchEngine tools at the translator's service

In addition to the concordancer and the frequency list, SketchEngine offers innovative tools to facilitate, accelerate and improve translators’ and trainees' work.

4.1.1. Word Sketch

As stated on the site:

“A word sketch is a one-page summary of the word’s grammatical and collocational behaviour. It shows the words’ collocates categorised by grammatical relations such as words that serve as an object of the verb, words that serve as a subject of the verb, words that modify the word etc.”

It often happens that the translator finds an equivalent term in L2 but does not know how to fit it in a prepositional structure; which verb follows, which adjective precedes; to put it differently, which words surround the term. The text material found in corpora is a very appropriate source for context information, and the Word Sketch negates the need for reading thousands of concordance lines to draw conclusions. All the information is displayed in a compact format, as shown in Figure 3, saving the user valuable time.

---

3 [https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/user-guide/user-manual/word-sketch/](https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/user-guide/user-manual/word-sketch/)
4.1.2. Word Sketch Difference

This is an extension of the Word Sketch that allows one to study the uses of two synonyms or antonyms comparatively: “Word sketch difference is used to compare and contrast two words by analysing their collocations and by displaying the collocates divided into categories based on grammatical relations”.

Results appear in green or red for every lemma. In the screenshot below (Figure 4), Sketch Engine assigned the green colour to “therapy” and the red colour to “chemotherapy”. Green collocates are more closely related to “therapy”, red collocates to “chemotherapy”. Stronger colour indicates stronger collocations, white means similarity.

---

4 https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/user-guide/user-manual/word-sketch-difference/
Figure 4. Sketch Difference for the comparative study of the terms therapy and chemotherapy

4.1.3. Thesaurus

A Thesaurus, often referred to as a dictionary of synonyms, is a reference work that categorizes words into groups according to their conceptual similarity. The Sketch Engine Thesaurus is automatically generated using algorithms that analyze the corpus. In Figure 5, the special term “methotrexate” has been introduced, and it can be seen that for this term Thesaurus generates a frequency list and a word cloud with lemmas that can be found in its contextual environment. By selecting any word from either the list or the cloud we are directed back to Sketch Difference to compare the search word and the selected word.

---

5 [https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/automatic-thesaurus-synonyms-for-all-words/](https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/automatic-thesaurus-synonyms-for-all-words/)
6 [https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/quick-start-guide/thesaurus/](https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/quick-start-guide/thesaurus/)
4.2. Construction of a comparable corpus with WebBootCat

The basic method for constructing a comparable corpus (CC) is to create two monolingual text collections, on the same subject in two different languages, in the following sequence:

1) Enter seed words for a specific subject in L1,
2) Construction of a special corpus in L1,
3) Enter equivalent seed words in L2,
4) Construction of a special corpus in L2 (Kilgarriff et al., 2011: 2).

These steps result in building a comparable corpus. To study the functions of SketchEngine exploring an ad hoc CC built with WebBootCat, for the same subject matter, childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia as the aforementioned medical English corpus, the comparable Greek corpus, of 247,236 words was created, entering the equivalents of the terms used in the former. To harvest more texts and create a purer corpus, with only six new terms, the software collected texts of another 236,927 words, that is, a total of 477,326 words for the Greek corpus.

With the creation of a specialised medical comparable corpus in English and Greek, SketchEngine provides an additional service, which is an extension of the above mentioned Word Sketch. With the Bilingual Word Sketch tool, which is an extension of the Word Sketch tool, the user can insert one lemma in L1 and its equivalent in L2 and observe the context surrounding them. In the example below (Figure 6) the word “leukemia” and its equivalent in Greek (λευχαιμία) were chosen, restricting the search to words that appear before this term. It is observed that among the results, the most frequent types of leukaemia in
the two languages of the comparable corpus appear (e.g. acute – οξεία - oxía, lymphoblastic – λεμφοβλαστική - lemphovlastikí, myeloid – μυελογενής - myelogenís, etc.)

Figure 6. Bilingual Word Sketch presentation of the term leukemia

5. The Pros and Cons of Building Corpora from the Web or Consulting it Directly

According to Fletcher (2007: 27), the multitude of online texts is a challenge for linguists and other language professionals: the self-renewing, machine-readable multilingual text corpus of the Internet is readily accessible, but it is difficult to evaluate its content and use it efficiently. However, strong arguments are being put forward regarding renewing existing corpora or creating new ones with online content. The WWW ensures:

- **Updated data**: Soon after the compilation of standard reference corpora – let alone of dictionaries – their content becomes outdated, whereas the Internet is an inexhaustible reservoir of machine-readable texts on contemporary issues (Fletcher, 2007: 25).

- **Terminology and neologisms.** A characteristic of our modern world is the rapid development of technology and the sciences, and with it, the influx of technological and scientific terms into the common core of the language is continuously increasing (Stein, 2002: 2). The translator cannot access libraries or all of the online specialised magazines and, since the Internet plays an increasingly important role in the lives of an ever-growing number of people and is becoming more and more interactive, the general mechanisms and principles of new-word
developments may not be too different from what goes on outside the Web\(^7\) after all (Kerremans et al., 2012: 61). A research conducted by Kristiansen (2013: 134) on researchers’ blogs to detect specialised neologisms in economic-administrative domains indicated that a high degree of disciplinary relevant neologisms were detected (71.56%).

- **Personalization**: for a great number of specialised subjects and language pairs there are hardly any specialised corpora. Using the web as a corpus or for corpus building, translators and trainees can collect text material according to their field of interest and needs.

- **Representativeness and sampling**: representativeness and sampling could be two key points for a linguist to support that online texts are not a reliable source. However, specialised texts, such as articles and papers written in a LSP by field experts are representative of the language that a community of scientists uses to communicate information. Nonetheless “representativeness”, as already mentioned, is considered by many scholars a next-to-impossible goal for many corpora (Gatto, 2014: 146).

Besides the benefits, there are shortcomings:

- **Availability**: as Zanettin (2002: 5) points out not all topics, not all text types, not all languages are equally suitable or available,

- **Reliability**: Before using information one finds on the Internet for assignments and research, it is important to check its accuracy and to establish that the information comes from a reliable and appropriate source. Considering specific word search strategies (boolean operators, wildcards, file extensions, site: edu, site: gov, etc.) to evaluate web content is a practice that should be learnt in academic environments.

  Working with corpora offers authentic material and empirical data in language research, language teaching and translation. More than ever, the adoption of a corpus-based methodology can divert the focus away from the teacher (as a repository of answers) and place it onto the students’ needs, as well as on the translation process and the sources used to complete this process. Corpora (as sources) and corpus linguistics (as a methodology) promote a sense of discovery that increases students’ motivation and autonomy. Furthermore, such a methodology encourages the use of IT tools and the processing of information in electronic form.

6. **The Importance of Students’ Active Participation in Building Corpora: Autonomy Granting and the Exemption of the Teacher from the Role of Authority**

As shown by the research works presented in section 8, when the teacher him/herself does not run a corpus-based translation class, it is not easy to persuade the students to use corpora only by suggesting ready-made collections among other documentation sources (online dictionaries, encyclopaedias, glossaries, etc.). In contrast, instructors who are experienced in the use of corpora can guide students through building ad hoc specialised corpora to meet specific needs. Student participation in assessing and collecting material from the web (manually or automatically using software, such as WebBootCat), reveals the principles that

\(^7\) The Indexed Web contains at least 4.51 billion pages (http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/)
lie at the basis of the creation and use of corpora and gives them the incentive to use such tools.

Thus, they become familiar with the electronic medium and learn how to conduct research, evaluate online sources, and, collect information for terminology extraction. In other words, they learn how to solve translation problems in practice (active learning, as suggested by Kiraly, 2000). In a corpus-based translation class, the teacher is not a repository of answers, but acts as a guide showing students how to use a corpus to get answers to their questions, how to participate in the learning process, and how to act independently. Moreover, the teacher no longer feels the pressure to guide the correction of translations, to answer questions about a specific field he/she is not familiar with, or to provide the final “correct” translation as expected by the students. The teacher can use the information found in a corpus as tangible proof to support his/her or their students’ translational choices considered to be more appropriate.

The act of making students aware of the process and possibilities of building corpora equips them with the professional competences they should acquire according to the EMT framework (2009), such as:

- Information-mining competence, requiring the skills and ability to search for information by looking at the various sources in a critical way.
- Domain-specific knowledge, which includes information on specialist fields comprising the knowledge to be used in professional translation practice.
- Language competence, by observing the style, phraseology, collocations and idioms used in the LSPs.
- Technological competence, especially in handling translation related software and terminology management.

Regarding the translation programme, the adoption of a corpus-based teaching methodology allows for the inclusion of more specialised texts in the curriculum, even if the teacher is not acquainted with a discipline, as well as the creation of a collaborative learning environment.

It is worth noting that the roles that both teachers and students undertake in a corpus-based module are consistent with Kiraly’s (2000: 184-185) social-constructivist approach to translator training, which puts the emphasis on students’ autonomy and cooperation. What Kiraly proposes is translation courses, during which the teacher helps students learn through practice. In the period that he refers to, his estimation of the education system was based on the transmissionist approach, that is, the active transmission of knowledge by the teacher and passive listening on the part of the students. In contrast, social constructivism sets the epistemological basis for creating knowledge and aims to encourage the learner to act responsibly, independently and effectively. The fundamental principle of socio-constructivist education is active participation in authentic and empirical learning by assigning real or at least simulated translation tasks with the complexity that characterizes them (Kiraly, 2000).

Cognitive theories, and in particular constructivism, attach great importance to the individual’s inner, mental processes. According to these theories, learning is not transmitted but it is a process of the personal construction of knowledge, which is based on previous knowledge (and has been accordingly modified to be coupled with new knowledge). Learning requires rearrangement and reconstruction of the individual’s mental structures so that they adapt to new knowledge, but also “adapt” the new knowledge to the existing mental structures. By adopting the inquiry-based method and the development of internal learning stimuli, i.e. practices that are part of the theory of constructivism, the student learns to
construct the knowledge he/she needs and to use it according to the requirements of the tasks to be accomplished.

The use of educational software, such as an automated corpus building tool, supports the idea of building knowledge by the learners themselves, as they attempt to solve problems and in their effort, interact with the material environment (which includes the educational software), their fellow students and the teacher. The student explores, discovers gradually, makes assumptions that he/she verifies or contradicts, in an educational environment that supports this process.

7. Educational Model to Develop Student Translation Competence

As Rodríguez Inés (2009: 130) suggests, with technological developments revolutionizing the translation profession, translator trainers should draw on the new pedagogical approaches that are available to train translators for the 21st century.

This paper argues in favour of the need to design corpus-based translation courses, considering the working environment of professional translators and market requirements. The design of translation tasks using corpora is necessary in reflecting the problems faced by professional translators and for students to be trained in real working conditions. Corpus-based work offers a wide range of possibilities in the translation classroom and can be easily adapted to competence-based training, focusing on “learning how to learn” and professional requirements. Work with corpora is based on activities that involve searching and analyzing data, and, therefore, strengthens the sense of learning through discovery, as well as through reorganizing and building upon previous knowledge (Rodríguez Inés, 2009: 130).

Given that this paper focuses on the translation of specialised texts, the contribution of existing corpora is considered to be insufficient. Taking into account that we are now in an era of pervasive computing, in conjunction with the Internet as an inexhaustible source of data, I propose the following educational model.

Aiming at developing student translation competence (information-mining, domain-specific, language, technological competence), it is necessary for a translator training programme to include the use of the Web as corpus and as a source for creating corpora, provide tips on how to collect specialised texts and data from the web, promote the building of ad hoc specialised-corpora with WebBootCat, and the creation of Translation Memories and glossaries on domain-specific subjects.

The methodology proposed here is to move beyond standard—and inadequate—corpora and create ad hoc text collections with the help of WebBootCat; then use the linguistic information found in these corpora to translate texts, treated within the syllabus, with the help of Trados in order to create a Translation Memory (TM) and glossary for future reference. Thus, students develop skills and competences related to translation practice, such as information-mining and terminology documentation, as well as computer and software literacy. Furthermore, this activity helps create a tank of texts and glossaries for current and future trainees of MA programmes to consult. All of the above practices are essential in real working conditions so it is imperative that they are included in training programmes.
To examine students’ familiarisation with corpora and technology and to record their attitude towards a tool for automatic corpus-building, it was deemed necessary to conduct a field observation, on top of reviewing course catalogues of the Greek Universities mentioned at the beginning. Thus, in the academic year 2016-2017, I was invited to conduct a standalone detailed two-hour training session on the use of SketchEngine and the WebBootCat to the class “Translation of Specialised Texts and Terminology documentation”. The class was attended by nine out of the twenty-five students on the Interdepartmental Programme Translation and Interpretation, who had French to Greek as a second working language (the first one being English to Greek for all students). This training session, divided into a theoretical and practical section, comprised the pilot study for a larger research work that will follow. The aim of the pilot study was to pin-point possible drawbacks in the methodology (analysed in more detail below) in order to make the necessary adaptations to the research study that will follow. The theoretical part focused on ad hoc specialised corpora and the functions of SketchEngine, whereas the practical part included the translation of a French specialised text with the help of WebBootCat and Trados. Since the class teacher (who was not part of the research team) was working with texts on the subject of healthcare, it was predetermined that we work with a text on schizophrenia.

As already mentioned, the class was attended by nine out of the twenty-five students on the programme, of which seven held a BA in English or French Language and Literature and had little theoretical and practical experience in translation, while each of the two remaining came from the School of Primary Education and the School of Drama, respectively, having had no previous knowledge in translation studies or translation practice. To have students study how to render part of the French text into Greek, I asked them to build an ad hoc specialised corpus in the target language that would provide them with linguistic information about terminology, collocations and phraseology, as well as scientific information to acquire subject field knowledge. The methodology included the following stages: assessment of retrieved sources (links), compilation and corpus analysis, creation of translation memory (with Trados), translation memory uploading to SketchEngine, and, terminology extraction (with SketchEngine Keyword/Term extraction tool).

Before starting the corpus-building process, in the theoretical section, I made a brief introduction on how to locate PDFs using the file type extension right after entering domain-specific terms on Google. Since the text on schizophrenia was a medical topic, it was more suitable to search for PDFs rather than random sources. This is because PDF content on specialised subjects are usually published articles, conference papers, dissertations written by field specialists.

Once the Greek monolingual corpus was created, I uploaded the French text to the Moodle e-learning platform of AUTH and asked the students to translate two pre-defined paragraphs into Greek with the help of the monolingual Greek corpus that they had built with WebBootCat, as comparable linguistic material. It should be noted that the free trial version of the tool was used in the pilot study; the subscription version could not be used due to lack of funding. Students were introduced to the construction of corpora by inserting either seed-words or the URLs of PDF files in WebBootCat but they were free to choose which way suited them better. Thus, seven out of nine students created two corpora on the subject of schizophrenia; the first using Greek seed words and the second by locating PDF files on the web and inserting their URLs in the said tool. One student used only PDFs, while another used only seed words. Although the majority of students were not able to find many PDFs on the subject, one student was able to locate quite a significant number that helped her build a
representative corpus. In conjunction with their corpus, the students also used the web as corpus for additional help. As already mentioned above, the user must enter a few representative terms on WebBootCat or locate PDF files entering these terms on Google (with PDF extension) and then inserting their URLs on the tool.

Moreover, during the assessment phase all the students who used seed words commented that a great number of sources seemed to be inappropriate or unreliable. These were public blogs, literature, newspaper articles, as well as other types of texts written by non-specialists. By contrast, those who used PDFs to create their corpus noticed that the sources were more reliable and the content of the texts more targeted, since they were published works written by specialists and located on health care sites.

As a secondary exercise, the students were asked to upload the French text to Trados and translate the pre-defined excerpt of text into Greek using this CAT tool. The reason I thought it was interesting to go through this process is because after completing the translation they could upload their translation memory (French-Greek) to Sketch Engine and use the Keyword/Term option to extract terminology and save a glossary in txt for future reference.

During the translation process, one student came across the term “déficits cognitifs”. Since she was not sure whether to translate “cognitive” as “γνωστικά” (gностικα/cognition) or “γνωσιακά” (gноσιακά/knowledge) she used Sketch Difference to study the contexts of the two notions in the Greek corpus. While all students wondered whether “hallucinations” had to be translated as “παραισθήσεις” (paressthísis/delusions) or “ψευδαισθήσεις” (pseudaesthísis/hallucinations) another student found in Sketch Differences that “ψευδαισθήσεις” (pseudaesthísis/hallucinations) can be either “ακουστικές” (akoustikés/auditory), “οσφρητικές” (osfritikés/olfactory) or “γευστικές” (yefstikés/gustatory) and that this was the correct translation of the term “hallucinations”. In addition, another multi-word term “Programme Intégratif de Thérapies” that was difficult to locate in Greek was identified by 3 students who found the equivalent “Απαρτιωτικό Θεραπευτικό Πρόγραμμα” (Apartiotikó Therapeftikó Prógramma/Integrated Psychological Therapy) using the web as corpus and then inserting the Greek translation as a search-word to the Greek corpus to further investigate the context surrounding it.

A few days after the field observation, the participants responded to an oral interview based on a semi-structured questionnaire including 19 questions. The aim of the questionnaire was to record the following:

1) Whether they were aware of corpora and more specifically of Sketch Engine and WebBootCat.
2) Their views on the use of the web as corpus and ad hoc corpora in translator training,
3) Their views on the use of technological tools in translator training.
4) Whether they would continue to use WebBootCat as translators.

Regarding the awareness on corpora in general, eight students responded that reference had been made to corpora in one or two modules. One stated that she had had absolutely no contact with corpora, while another had scarcely engaged in corpora in the module “Translation and Technology” during Erasmus. A point of concern is that only one student could recall having once used the BNC to study English collocations in the classroom, but none of the others could name the ready-made corpora referred to them in the modules. They commented that the approach had been theoretical and that they had been given no literature; although some ready-made corpora had been presented, they did not move on to practice.
Regarding the different types of corpora, the interviews revealed that students could not tell the difference between Parallel and Comparable Corpora despite having been familiarised with Eur-Lex, Europarl, Linguee, and Glosbe in the context of their graduate and postgraduate studies. None of them knew what an ad hoc corpus was, and one student confused it with AntConc, which they had once used in a class. Only two out of the nine knew Sketch Engine before the presentation but had never used it; however, all of them considered it a very useful tool for the purposes of specialised translation when the content of the corpora created is reliable, that is, PDF-based.

Specifically, the study participants recognised that a tool of automatic creation of corpora could help trainees to:

a) Become familiar with the subject matter.
b) Study collocations and the linguistic environment of a term.
c) Locate terms.
d) Improve their information-mining competence.

As far as the use of the Web as corpus and as a dictionary is concerned, they all granted that the Internet alone is not a sufficient source of documentation, especially when the texts to be translated are large; they agreed that corpora can be more targeted as to their content regarding a specific subject and, they all supported the inclusion of technological tools in a specialised translation module as necessary in facilitating their work.

When asked about the use of Trados and the degree of familiarisation with one of the most in-demand CAT tools on the translation market—with the exception of one student who owned the tool— all the students felt confident about the technical know-how but not about application in the translation practice and production. To the question: “What is your opinion about the combined use of technological tools, such as WebBootCat-Sketch Engine?” one student replied that the said combination was not needed, as she found the use of WebBootCat efficient. The rest of them considered the teaching and their learning of how to use multiple tools necessary for their development as translators, and some even found this combination interesting.

Finally, when asked if they would continue to use such a tool for building corpora, two students replied positively, whereas the others expressed reservations about the time-consuming practice of analysing corpora under real working conditions where time is limited. Nevertheless, they recognised the utility of such a tool for the translation of large texts, and especially when one specializes in a subject area, as it offers a better perspective on the topic and the related linguistic information, in contrast to the content displayed on the Google search results page. For small texts, they believed that searching the web is faster and more immediate.

Considering that the aim of this pilot study is to measure students’ familiarisation with corpora and technology and to record their attitude towards a tool they had not used before, the main results are summarized as follows:

1) Students had no explicit knowledge of corpora nor had used SketchEngine and the WebBootCat before.
2) They already used the web as a source of documentation but they were not aware of specific techniques to make their searches more efficient; moreover, they had never created ad hoc corpora before, which they found quite useful.

---

8 The fact that masters’ programmes offer core courses on TM technology with an emphasis on technical know-how rather than translation competence has also been criticized in research works (Chung-ling 2006; Sauron 2007; Kenny 2007).
3) They were concerned about their technological knowledge and they were keen on the inclusion of more tools in translation training.

4) As far as building corpora in real working conditions is concerned, they had their reservations because of time constraints, but they would try it for large specialised texts.

The reason why I interviewed the students after exposing them to the resources used is because the results of a semi-structured questionnaire given to MA students to measure their knowledge on corpora were not convincing. More specifically, starting back in 2015, as a pilot study, I distributed a semi-structured questionnaire of 12 questions to 9 second-year students of the interdepartmental programme in translation at AUTh. The results clearly showed that students had no explicit knowledge about the different types of corpora and how they could be exploited. However, it was obvious that they wanted to give the impression that they were not totally ignorant in this subject. More specifically, seven out of nine participants responded that they included corpora to the sources they used for documentation. Two of them could not name which corpora they used while four said they used Eur-Lex, the Corpus of Greek Texts and the BNC (suggested by some teachers), the contents of which are either irrelevant or insufficient for the purposes of specialised translation. Although, there was a question on which online dictionaries they used, two students included Linguee (which is an online dictionary based on parallel texts), among corpora. Only two admitted they do not use corpora at all, whereas none of the students referred to ad hoc corpora. This is why suggesting a tool or a source to students is almost worthless, unless they are well informed, and trained to use it, as well as assigned tasks incorporating that tool.

Distributing a questionnaire alone was deemed fruitless and it was necessary to modify the methodology to draw conclusions based on more qualitative results. Thus, it was decided to first make an introduction on corpora and the tools to be used; then replace the written questionnaire with an interview in an effort to make a distinction between what they thought they knew (before the introduction) and what they learnt about corpora (after the introduction).

Qualitative results regarding translation could not be produced due to time limitations. The measurement of students’ efficiency and improvement of their translations using such a tool for creating corpora requires systematic classroom observation. The methodological tools were considered effective and offered interesting data. Undoubtedly, these findings can by no means be universalized, since they are based on a limited sample. However, they are indicative of a trend. The same research will be conducted on the other sixteen students of the MA programme in the English to Greek language pair.

Overall, the findings of the pilot study indicate that MA students interested in becoming professional translators, on the one hand, were not aware of this valuable tool or the different types of corpora and their possibilities and, on the other, seemed to have little or no idea of what an ad hoc corpus is and how they could create one automatically to serve specialised-translation related needs, using an online tool. These findings lend support to the importance of knowing how to use online tools for the creation of specialised corpora and to the necessity of incorporating such training in the relevant MA programmes at Greek universities. Having said that, more extensive research needs to be carried out in all the Greek universities offering translation MA courses.
9. Conclusion

More than ever, the use of corpora has diverted the focus away from the teacher (as a repository of answers) and place it onto the students’ needs, as well as on the translation process and the sources used to complete this process. Corpora (as sources) and corpus linguistics (as a methodology) promote a sense of discovery that increases both student motivation and autonomy. Moreover, a corpus-based teaching methodology equips students with the professional competences (information-mining, thematic, language and technological competence) provided for in the reference framework of the European Master’s in Translation (EMT Expert Group, 2009: 3). Searching the web is not an uncommon practice for most users; however, in a translator training programme such practice needs to be put under a more organized framework, providing the necessary information for more effective search techniques and web content evaluation. Student participation in corpus-building encourages the use of such source, allows the inclusion of more specialised texts in the curriculum, and releases the teacher from the role of authority. Finally, a methodological framework combining learning objectives with competence development sets the foundations for an understanding of translational reality. However, despite evidence of the manifold advantages of corpus use, their inclusion in academic environments remains scarce and students are unaware of the possibilities this tool can offer them.
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